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Introduction: A key question for DTI is how to allocate the scanning time: higher spatial
resolution or more angular resolution? HARDI is one of Q-space imaging techniques for
resolving complex fiber geometries. Where fibers cross, standard DTI is inaccurate; fiber
anisotropy measures are underestimated, and fiber orientations are poorly approximated
by the fitted tensor. Increasing the number of diffusion-sensitized gradients can make
fiber-tracking more accurate, as can increasing the spatial resolution, but both have the
penalty of longer time. To limit patient discomfort, tradeoffs between angular and spatial
resolution must be established to obtain the best image quality in a minimal amount of
time. Prior studies have described how to boost SNR through lengthy imaging sessions,
extensive q-space sampling, or repeated scans[1, 2]. Even so, no studies to our
knowledge have examined the tradeoff between spatial and angular detail for SNR and
temporal stability of HARDI-based measures (e.g.ODF).
Methods: Eight healthy subjects (age: 32.0 y ± 3.9SD; 4 male; 7 right handed) were scanned using a GE
3T MRI scanner running 14.0 M5 software and an 8-channel brain coil. To explore the trade-off between
spatial and angular resolution, we used three separate acquisition protocols (see Figure 1a for parameters),
each with a fixed acquisition time of 7 min ± 3 seconds (and b = 1000 s/mm2). All imaging protocols
aacquired 4 T2-weighted images without diffusion sensitization. All 48 sets of images (8 subjects, 3
protocols, 2 time points), were motion and eddy current corrected, and extra-cerebral matter was removed
with FSL (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk). All subjects’ images were linearly registered to a high-resolution
single subject template, the Colin27, using 9-parameter registration (FLIRT) in the FSL toolbox, using a
mutual information cost function. In the registered images, we mapped DTI-derived Fractional Anisotropy
(FA), TDF-derived Exponential Isotropy (EI) [3], which quantifies anisotropy based on the full
reconstructed ODF, and the symmetrized Kullback-Leibler (sKL) divergence, to measure ODF stability
over time (see Figure 1b for formulae). We used paired Student’s t-tests to compare ROI-based (Figure
2a) and voxel-based anisotropy measures across time and to compare scanning protocols for all these
parameters.
Results: As expected, larger voxels gave higher SNR, due reduced noise levels when data are aggregated
over a larger region. The dependency between SNR and voxel size is likely to be nonlinear, but a simple
regression analysis showed high correlations between voxel size and SNR (blue line, Figure 2b). Figure 3
shows the stability (reproducibility) of EI over time and Figure 4 shows the sKL, measuring the shortinterval differences between two time points’ ODFs, for the 3 protocols. Smallest changes are seen in the 3mm scan. Voxels with more angular samples are more robust to noise. To quantify these differences, Figure
4 also shows a cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the normalized sKL.
Conclusions: In scans of fixed duration (here 7 minutes), those with higher angular sampling gave higher
SNR, more reproducible ODFs, and more stable anisotropy indices when no true changes were present (i.e.,
between scans collected only 2 weeks apart). The optimal angular precision required depends on (1) the
amount of fiber crossing and partial voluming in a voxel, (2) whether the angular resolution is sufficient to
resolve the ODF peaks, and (3) the overall noise level in the data, which is higher for very short scans.
Thus, the best tradeoff between angular and spatial resolution may depend on additional factors not
modeled here. For example, use of higher (e.g., 32) channel count coils that give increased SNR may favor
the smaller voxel sizes.
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